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The TBR-1 is a small tokamak built at the Physics Institute of the
University of Sao Paulo. Since 1980 it is intensively used by the Plasma Physics Group for
research work and its basic parameters are the following:

Major radius. 0.30 m
Plasma radius: 0.08 m
Circular Vessel radius: 0.11m
Aspect ratio: 3.7

Toroidal magnetic induction: 0.5 T

Poloidal magnetic induction: 0.05 T

Vertical magnetic induction: 0.023 T
Plasma current: 20 kA
Plasma duration: 4 ms

Electron density: 2.1013crrT3

Electron tcmpcratiin: 240 eV
Ion temperature: 70 eV

Confinement time: 0.7 ms

The TBK 1 was origin* i!y designed with a simple vertical field power supply
made of one fast capacitor bank for vertical current build-up and one slow capacitor bank
for flat—top phase, without any control l>u; the adjustable initial voltages of the capacitors.
With such an elementary .^siem, tins plasma cannot be held in the center of the vacuum
vessel for the whole duration of the plasma. This led to a suboptimal performance with
easy disruptions. We designed a control system to hold the plasma centered in the radial
coordinate. It includes a controlled power resistor (see fig. 1) made of 80 on-off
commutated transistorized stages. Each stage includes one driver transistor and five slave
transistors in a modified dariington configuration with one power resistor in each collector
(see fig. 2). Progessively reduced resistor values are connected sequentially in parallel as
the number of conducting stages is increased, according to an analog control signal which is
led to a set of 80 voltage comparators, working like a bargraph display. The control signals



are fed through optocouplers to avoid ground-loop problems.

The inherently strong nonlinear behaviour of the controlled resistor is

corrected by a fast log-hyperbolic-antilog module (splited in two distinct regions,

according to the number of conducting stages. In the first part, i. e. stages 1 to 20, the

variation law is hyperbolic. In ihe second part, i. e. stages 21 to 80, the behaviour is

logarithmic) (see figure 3) which performs the inverse nonlinear function. A voltage

controller keeps the voltage drop on the vertical coil proportional to a reference voltage

This reference voltage is obtained from an horizontal plasma position controller which

receives the position signal from magnetic pick-up coils through a correction matrix. This

position conlroller is of the proportional derivative type, receiving also the plasma current

signal. The feedforward see lion of the controller performs the equation:

\ r V P 2df
where V . is the feedforward term, A. and A., a r e S^118 adjusted by operation conditions

and I is the plasma cum tit, and the feedback section follows:

being V the feedback signal, Hj and B.; the adjusted gains and D = I X, where X is the

plasma position in relation to the vessel cross section center.

The system was tested last year and a better centering of the plasma column

was already observed, but further adjustment of the controller parameters are actually in

progress to get on optimum |>erfoniiaru:e.

Main advantage claimed for such a transistorized quasi-linear resistor is the

low generated noise when compared with i hopper controllers, and a faster response as well.
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These figures show the
nlasma current and 0
'X Ip) signals, without
•Jie control system.

These figures show the
plasma current and 0
(X Ip) signals, which
the control system.
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FIGURE 3: This figure shows the

variation law of the

resistor versus:

(1) input signal to comparators

module.
(2) number of conducting stages.
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